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Submission for Parliamentary Inquiry 

I am against WestConnex and think it should be stopped for the following reasons: 

1. Flawed cost-benefit analysis 

The WestConnex business case, including the cost-benefit analysis is seriously flawed. Given 

that air pollution costs Sydney up to $8.4 billion a year (source: Enivronmental Justice Australia), 

the cost of health care directly related to both the extra vehicles projected to use the roads and 

the unfiltered ventilation shafts should be included in the business case. Why isn’t the NSW 

Government following the world’s best practice as with road tunnels in Japan, Norway, Spain, 

Italy, and China, which are constructed with in tunnel particulate and nitrogen dioxide filtration?  

The business case does not adequately address alternative forms of transport, such as buses 

and trains. 

The ventilation shafts in Rozelle is projected to emit 50 tonnes of particulate matter annually, 

based on RMS figures for the M5 East exhaust stack. The current proposal shows public park 

land and outdoor sports facilities directly below the ventilation shafts, where it has been proven 

both that ground level air pollution exceeds safe limits, and that people with increased lung 

function (ie people breathing faster due to exercise) are more susceptible to the negative health 

effects of air pollution. 

 The Northconnex tunnel entrances show PM2.5 readings of over 500 micrograms per cubic 

meter at peak hour, which is the health equivalent of smoking over 20 cigarettes. 

 

The Northconnex EIS shows the predicted levels of pollution for the North bound and South 

bound tunnels in 2019 and 2029, with PM2.5 at 0.477 and 0.487 in one tunnel and 0.553 and 

0.576 milligrams per cubic metre in the other tunnel. After conversion from milligrams to 

micrograms per cubic metre these measurements equate to 477 and 487 micrograms per cubic 

metre in one tunnel and 553 and 576 micrograms per cubic metre in the other tunnel, where 

safe levels of PM2.5 ranges of less than 22.6 micrograms per cubic metre. 



Air pollution readings from the M5 ventilation shaft at Turella show the ground level air 

pollution from this ventilation shaft over an area 6km in length. The slide below shows some of 

the data from the NHMRC document on the M5 East, and it shows an increase in ground level 

airpollution around ventilation shaft sites due to tunnel emissions, with high exposure > 0.54 

micrograms per cubic metre of Nitrogen Oxide in green, medium exposure > 0.30 and < 0.54 

micrograms per cubic metre of Nitrogen Oxide in yellow, and low exposure < 0.30 micrograms 

per cubic metre of Nitrogen Oxide in blue. High exposure levels are the equivalent of smoking 

over two cigarettes a day. Why has this not been factored into the business case? 

Source: http://www.health.nsw.gov.au/environment/Publications/m5-health-impact.pdf 

 

Who will pay for the negative health effects of air pollution from these ventilation shafts? 

Why is the NSW Government allowed to poison residents in this way? 



2. Independence Issues 

The approval of the WestConnex business does seem to have been undertaken by independent 

parties. The relationship between stakeholders (Sydney Motorway Corporation, Roads and 

Maritime Services, the Treasury and its shareholding Ministers) needs to be investigated as they 

do not seem to be acting independently and the process for the award of tenders for State 

Significant Infrastructure projects may be corrupt. 

3. Corrupt Organisations being allowed to Tender 

Organisations that have been barred from tendering in other countries due to allegations of 

corruption should also be barred in Australia too, until a positive outcome has been found. 

4. Toll Road Usage Incentives 

Tax payers should not have their funds used as incentives for people to use toll roads. Toll roads 

should pay for themselves. The NSW Government should neither be using tax payer’s money to 

pay for toll reimbursements to motorists, nor guaranteeing income to the toll road operators. 

AECOM’s figures for The Sydney Harbour Tunnel has cost NSW taxpayers over $1 billion during 

the time of its operation.  

5. Community Bribes 

Tax payers should not have their funds used by Sydney Motorway Corporation to bribe 

communities with at least $10,000 (for example Birchgrove Public School and St Peter’s Public 

School) in return for their silence regarding the damage the construction is doing to these 

communities. How much money has been spent in this way? 

6. Compulsory acquisition of property  

The organisations responsible for the compulsory acquisition of property should be forced in 

their contracts to purchase these properties at 100% of market value, determined by two 

independent parties. Furthermore, residents who have their properties compulsory acquired 

should receive monetary help in terms of finding alternative accommodation. In addition, 

residents close to construction sites should be offered an opportunity to sell their property for 

100% market value. Once purchased, these organisations should be forced to preserve and 

reuse heritage houses for office buildings and protect natural assets such as mature trees and 

endangered wildlife. 

7. Dramatically different Project Scope 

The project scope has changed considerably since the business case was approved. Therefore a 

new business case must be written and approved before any further funds are spent on this 

project. The relationship between WestConnex and other toll road projects including the Sydney 

Gateway, Western Harbour Tunnel, F6 and Beaches Link is obvious, and as such, one business 

case should be written encompassing all road-building projects. 

8.  Objections Ignored 

There were 13,000 objections to WestConnexStage 3; why were these ignored?   


